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another thing that this tool has, and also makes it good, is the ability
to extract/compress single files. this is helpful when you have a

specific file that you want to either extract or compress. the drag and
drop interface allows you to do just that without any hassle. 7. winrar
winrar is a widely used tool with amazing features. it offers standard
compression features like rar, zip, gzip and tar but in addition, it has

been updated to include the latest functions like password protection,
multi-thread and mirror support, encryption and etc. winrar also offers
features like drag and drop and multi-extract which makes it perfect

for files like iso images. however, it lacks many features, like
password protection and drag and drop for single files, compared to
other tools. download (windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7 and xp) hd online player

(windows 10 pro pt-br x64 iso.rar) 8. 7z 7z is a very popular tool,
especially for people using mac, and comes in the form of the free,

most popular alternative to winrar. 7z supports almost the same
options as winrar, just not quite. the interface is pretty simple and can

be used by new users. if you happen to find a way to play flac files
without affecting quality, then you have to know that the audio output
profile of the players doesnt support those formats. while mkv should
still be able to play all video formats encoded with a certain standard,
things like flac and wav files lose their high quality when brought out
of the player. however, if you have the ability to use alac or aac, you
can find a similar quality to mkv. here is a video on how to play mkv

in wmp using mediamonkey, any other app is compatible too.
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